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Abstract 
Abduction is the process of constructing explanations. This chapter suggests that au-
tomated abduction is a key to advancing beyond the "routine theory revision" methods 
developed in early AI research towards automated reasoning systems capable of "world 
model revision" - dramatic changes in systems of beliefs such as occur in children's cog-
nitive development and in scientific revolutions. The chapter describes a general approach 
to automating theory revision based upon computational methods for theory formation by 
abduction. The approach is based on the idea that, when an anomaly is encountered, the 
best course is often simply to suppress parts of the original theory thrown into question 
by the contradiction and to derive an explanation of the anomalous observation based on 
relatively solid, basic principles. This process of looking for explanations of unexpected 
new phenomena can lead by abductive inference to new hypotheses that can form crucial 
part~ of a revised theory. As an illustration, the chapter shows how some of Lavoisier's key 
insights during the Chemical Revolution can be viewed as examples of theory formation 
by abduction. 
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1 World Model Revision 
Much of the recent progress in AI has been characterized by the slogan in the knowledge 
lies the power (Feigenbaum, 1979). The performance of AI systems has become more 
impressive as the systems have become increasingly knowledge intensive. Unfortunately 
knowledge-intensive systems are bound to exhibit imperfect behavior when they are based 
upon imperfect knowledge. Existing AI systems often exhibit fragility or brittleness as a 
result. Fol' this reason, revision methods are needed to correct and extend knowledge that 
is incorrect or incomplete.1 
"Routine belief revision" methods already exist as a result of progress in AI research. 
Automated reasoning systems have used methods such as contradiction backtracing (Shapiro, 
1981), dependency-directed backtracking, and truth maintenance (Doyle, 1979) in a large 
number of tasks requiring simple changes in systems of beliefs. 
We all make simple changes in beliefs during everyday life, but dramatic changes in 
systems of beliefs such as occur in scientific revolutions appear to require extraordinary 
creative genius. This sort of "world model revision" is at the more difficult, more creative 
end of the spectrum of belief revision problems. 2 Great changes in our way of looking at 
the world represent the height of human intellectual achievement and are identified with 
intellectual giants such as Galileo, Newton, Lavoisier, and Einstein. 
Until recently, it has not been clear how to advance toward reasoning systems capable 
of world model revision. The claim of this chapter is that computational methods for 
theory formation by abduction can provide a basis for world model revision. Abduction is 
the process of constructing explanations (Charniak, 1988; Charniak & McDermott, 1986; 
Josephson, Chandrasekaran, Smith Jr. & Tanner, 1987; Peirce, 1931-1958; Pople, 1973; 
Reggia, Nau & Wang, 1983; Schank, 1986). This chapter focuses on a theory-driven form 
of abduction that can be used to derive explanations of anomalous observations, given rules 
and facts encoding a general theory and the details of a specific situation. If a prediction of 
a given theory contradicts an observation, the approach to revision advocated here involves 
explaining the observation in terms of basic principles. We claim that the process of finding 
an explanation can lead by abductive inference to new hypotheses that can form crucial 
parts of new theories. 
To support this claim, we give a detailed description of a computer simulation viewing 
one of Lavoisier's key insights in the chemical revolution as an example of theory formation 
by abduction. In Section 2 we present some background on this particular world model 
revision. Then in Section 3 we show how advances in qualitative physics provide a language 
1 In this paper, knowledge base, model, theory, and belief system are used as roughly interchangeable 
terms since knowledge bases can be viewed as models, theories, or sets of beliefs. 
2 McDermott and Doyle (1980) first made the distinction between routine belief revision and world model 
reorganization. They also present a modal approach to the formalization of non-monotonic reasoning and 
routine belief revision. 
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combusting and calcining substances. 
Consequently, Lavoisier, the 18th century French chemist who was the chief protagonist 
in the chemical revolution, placed great importance on the observation that the weights of 
some substances increase when they undergo combustion and calcination. Just after this 
"augmentation" effect was demonstrated conclusively, Lavoisier deposited a sealed note on 
November 1, 1772, with the Secretary of the French Academy of Sciences: 
About eight days ago I discovered that sulfur in burning, far from losing weight, 
on the contrary, gains it; it is the same with phosphorus ... This discovery, 
which I have established by experiments, that I regard as decisive, has led me to 
think that what is observed in the combustion of sulfur and phosphorus may well 
take place in the case of all substances that gain in weight by combustion and 
calcination; and I am persuaded that the increase in weight of metallic calxes 
is due to the same cause. 4 
With the help of colleagues such as Joseph Priestly, Lavoisier went on to discover that 
(contrary to the century-old phlogiston theory) a gas contained in the atmosphere combines 
with burning combustibles and calcining metals. This gas was first isolated by heating 
"mercurius calcinatus" (red calx of mercury; now called red oxide of mercury) until the 
gas in the calx was liberated. Lavoisier named the new gas "oxygen." 
3 Representing Qualitative Chemical Knowledge 
In this section, we show how advances in research on qualitative physics provide a language 
for describing some important ideas associated with the chemical revolution. First we 
present a qualitative process schema for combustion according to the phlogiston theory 
and then consider how some of the ideas associated with qualitative physics and with 
phlogiston can be encoded in terms of facts and rules. As described in sections 5 and 
6, this encoding enables our abduction method to construct explanations of observations 
involving changes in the weights of burning and calcinating substances. 
3.1 A Qualitative Process Description of Combustion 
Qualitative process (QP) theory (Forbus, 1984) provides a language for describing quali-
tative changes due to processes acting on quantities. Table 1 shows a QP representation 
of a fragment of Stahl's phlogiston theory. This representation is intended to capture the 
phlogiston theorist's notion that combustion is similar to a "flow" of phlogiston from a 
combustible substance to the surrounding air. 
and moisture is the most familiar example. 
4
'franslation by Conant (1957). The dots indicate text omitted by the authors. 
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This framework represents processes as frames or schemata called qualitative process 
descriptions. These frames contain knowledge about the objects (individuals) involved 
in the process, as well as specific knowledge about the process itself. Objects are also 
described using additional frames known as individual views. 
The individuals slot of a QP schema specifies the objects associated with a process or 
individual view. In the qualitative description of combustion, the individuals include a 
piece of some combustible substance (e.g., a chunk of charcoal), a piece of phlogiston, and 
a volume of air. In the individual view of complex-stuff, the relevant individuals include 
some complex substance and a set of component substances. 
Among other things, the preconditions slot of the combustion schema captures the 
phlogiston theorist's belief that only complex substances can burn. According to phlo-
giston theory, all combustibles are compounds containing the element phlogiston. The 
quantity-conditions state that in order for combustion to occur, the combustible must be 
"hot enough", there must be some phlogiston in the combustible, and the surrounding air 
must not be "saturated" by phlogiston. The relations state that the combustion rate is 
qualitatively proportional to the remaining capacity of the air for phlogiston and to the 
phlogiston content of the combustible substance. The influences state that phlogiston is 
leaving the combustible and "escaping'' into the air, and that this flow is directly influenced 
by the combustion-rate. 
The individual view of complex-stuff states that there is a set of substances, namely 
the components of the complex-stuff, and that the sum of the amount of each of these 
substances equals the amount of the piece of complex-stuff. 
3.2 Aspects of the Phlogiston Theory 
The qualitative process description of the phlogiston theory of combustion sketched in 
the previous section is intended to capture a number of inferences and explanations made 
by phlogiston theorists. In this section, we simplify the theory and identify a fragment 
relevant to predicting and explaining why the weight of charcoal decreases as it burns. 
Table 2 presents two classes of qualitative laws that capture important aspects of the 
phlogiston theory. The first dass (GL4, GL6, GL7, and GL8) is concerned with certain 
basic properties of substances. Rule GL4 states that the weight of any substance is propor-
tional to the amount of the substance. Rules GL6, GL7, and GL8 state that the amount 
of a complex substance is equal to the sum of the amounts of its components. 
The other class of laws captures certain aspects of the phlogiston theorist's view on 
the nature of combustion and calcination. In this view, all combustible substances are 
complex substances that contain phlogiston.· In our qualitative process description of 
combustion, rule GL5a states that cQmbustion is a process that negatively influences the 
amount of phlogiston in charcoal. That is, if combustion is active it drives down the 
amount of phlogiston in a partially burned piece of charcoal. Similarly, Rule GL5b states 
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Table 3: Some general laws of qualitative physics encoded as rules. 
Direct Influences: 
Gll: deriv-sign{Ql, Sign) +- process{Process}, active(Process}, influence(Process, Ql, Sign). 
Indirect Influences: 
GL2a: deriv-sign{Ql, Sign) +- qprop{Ql, 02, pos), deriv-sign(Q2, Sign). 
GL2b: deriv-sign{Ql, Signl) +- qprop{Ql, 02, neg), deriv-sign(Q2, Sign2), opposite(Signl, Sign2}. 
The Law of Sums: 
GL3: qprop(Q, Oi. pos) +- qty-eq(Q, qty-sum(Qs))~ member(Oi. Qs). 
Note: 
In Gll, "deriv-sign{Ql} = Sign" means "the sign of the time derivative of quantity Ql is Sign." 
In GL2a, "qprop{Ql, Q2, pos)" means "quantity Ql is positively qualitatively proportional to quantity Q2." 
In GL3, "qty-eq(Q, qty-sum(Qs)}" means "Q is a quantity equal to the sum of quantities Qs," 
where. Qs is a list of quantities. Also, "member( Qi, Qs)" means "Qi is a member of the list of Qs." 
which is the second quantity. For example, qprop(weight(body}, Qi, pos) +- qty-eq(weight{body}, 
qty-sum{[weight{lean-body-mass), weight{ other-body-mass)])), member( weight{lean-body-mass), [weight{lean-
body-mass) ,weight{ other-body-mass)]). 
Note that the "implications" in these "laws" are somewhat ambiguous. The implication 
in the "law of sums" should be interpreted as material implication, whereas the implications 
in the "laws of influences" should be interpreted as specifying potential causal associations. 
Used in backward chaining, these rules specify possible causes for events. Used in forward 
chaining, they predict potential consequences. 
Inferences based on the "laws of influences" typically focus on one aspect of a situation 
under the assumption that other aspects can be safely ignored. In particular, inferences 
involving a change in some quantity ignore other potential influences or proportionalities 
involving the affected quantity. In the case of the "laws of indirect influences," a quantity 
may be qualitatively proportional to another quantity, and this second quantity may be 
changing, but this change does not necessarily completely determine what will happen to 
the first quantity. In the case of the "law of direct influences," an active process may be 
driving a quantity up or down, but that does not rule out the possibility that there are 
other direct or indirect influences acting in the opposite direction. 
A classic example of a set of conflicting influences involves a bathtub with a faucet 
valve open but with the drain open as well. The water level in the tub is driven upward 
by the water flowing in through the faucet but it is simultaneously driven downward by 
the water flowing out through the drain. Forward chaining on rules like the ones in the 
table coold be used to predict possible consequences, such as that the water level in the 
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shows how to bind variables in C and C? so as to make them identical. This substitution is 
then applied to the rule's antecedent A. The result, AO, is taken as a new query A?. This 
query may "ground out" by unifying with known facts (statements "known to be true" 
and given as input to the abduction engine), or it may lead to new queries by way of ad-
ditional backward chaining. In using backward chaining for abduction, observations to be 
explained are viewed as queries, and general theories and other observations are expressed 
in terms of rules and facts. Backward chaining attempts to reduce the observations to 
known facts by way of the rules contained in the theory. 
4.2 Abduction and Hypothesis Formation 
In order to see how this form of abduction may be used for hypothesis formation, it is 
important to distinguish between the process that constructs explanations and the resulting 
explanations. Explanations may be deductive even when the process of constructing them 
is not deductive. A conclusion may follow deductively from a set of assumptions given 
the truth of those assumptions but the process of generating the assumptions required to 
complete the proof may be non-deductive. 
In our particular abduction engine, the process of backward chaining on an observation 
produces partial proof trees. The leaves of these trees may or may not correspond to known 
facts. In some cases, backward chaining "grounds out" so that all of the leaves of a proof 
tree unify with facts given as part of the input to the abduction engine. For example, 
Section 5 presents a proof that explains the decrease in a piece of charcoal's weight as it 
burns. This explanation is derived by backward chaining on the rules given in Section 3 
that describe the phlogiston theory, such as the rule that combustion drives the amount of 
phlogiston in a piece of charcoal down. The proof "grounds out" in statements from this 
theory and in statements that encode observations (e.g., that the charcoal is burning). 
However, when used in constructing explanations, backward chaining often fails to 
produce complete proof trees. In this case, the ungrounded leaves of the partial proof trees 
correspond to the explanatory hypotheses generated in Peirce's formulation of abduction. 
If the propositions corresponding to these leaves were true, the observation would follow, 
and so there is some reason to suspect that they are true. Yet, even if no better explanation 
of the observation can be found, the leap to this conclusion is a non-deductive, abductive 
inference. Section 6 shows how this sort of abductive hypothesis formation can be used to 
generate aspects of the oxygen theory by explaining "augmentation effects," such as the 
observation that a metallic calx gains weight in calcination. 
4.3 Revising Theories Using Abductive Hypothesis Formation 
Now we can sketch our approach to theory revision through abductive hypothesis forma-
tion. The need for revision is typically recognized when a theory is found to contradict new 
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c c 
new theory 
Q c new observation 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1: Theory revision using abduction for hypothesis formation 
extensions to the core theory resulting in a new theory (c). This revised theory no longer 
makes the erroneous prediction of the old theory. 
We will not explore the initial step of falling back on basic principles and shrinking the 
original theory in this chapter. Nor do we explore the evaluation of the original theory and 
the candidate revision. Instead, we focus on the step from Figure l(b) to Figure l(c). We 
concentrate on the claim that the process of explaining unexpected new phenomena can 
lead by abductive inference to new hypotheses which can form crucial parts of new theories. 
We substantiate this claim by showing how an aspect of the oxygen theory of combustion 
and calcination can result from revising the phlogiston theory using this framework. 
5 The Phlogiston Account of Burning Charcoal 
Now we are in a position to illustrate the use of the qualitative physical laws and the 
phlogiston theory in the construction of explanations, showing how our "abduction engine" 
generates explanations of an observation by attempting to reduce it to known facts using 
general laws. We have implemented this approach in AbE, a PROLOG meta-interpreter 
that uses best-first heuristic search to construct explanation trees and evaluate partial 
explanations. AbE's heuristic evaluation function is based upon the "weighted abduction" 
method proposed by Stickel in (Hobbs, Stickel, Martin & Edwards, 1988). This section 
shows how the system constructs an explanation of the drop in the weight of burning 
charcoal, in accord with the phlogiston theory. 
AbE is given the observation that, upon burning, the weight of some charcoal decreases. 
This is expressed as a statement (labeled 01 in Table 4) that the sign of the derivative 
of the weight of the charcoal is negative. The system is also given some specific facts 
(CFl-5) that combustion is occurring and that charcoal is a complex substance containing 
phlogiston and ash. (This was the model of charcoal held by the phlogiston chemists.) In 
addition, the system is given the general laws of qualitative physics and the phlogiston 
theory described earlier in Tables 2 and 3. AbE is asked to explain the observation by 
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01: deriv-sign(weight(charcoal),neg) 
1:Gl2a 
qprop(weight(charcoal),arnount(charcoal),pos) deriv-sign(arnount(charcoal),neg) 
2:GL4 ~ 
qprop(arnount(charcoal),arnount-of-in(phlogiston, charcoal),pos) I 
deriv-sign(arnount-of-in(phlogiston, charcoal),neg) 
inftuence(combustion, amount-of-in(phlogiston,charcoal), neg) 
9:CF1 
process( combustion) 
10:CF2 
member(arnount-of-in{phlogiston, charcoal), [amount-of-in(phlog1ston, charcoal), arnount-of-in(ash, charcoal)]) active( combustion) 
11:GL5a 
qty-eq(aniount(charcoal), qty-sum([arnount-of-in(phlogiston, charcoal), arnount-of-ln(ash, charcoal)))) 
complex( charcoal) 
6:CF3 
is-a-set-of-arnounts-of-components-of([arnount-of-in(phlogiston,charcoal), 
amount-of-in(esh,ctiercoal)],charcoal) 
7:GL7a 
Figure 2: An explanation of the weight decrease in burning charcoal. 
would construct a subtree beginning at node 7). In particular, the two applications of 
rule GL8 ground out using the case facts CF3 (charcoal is a complex substance), CF4 
(phlogiston is a component of charcoal), and CF5 (ash is a component of charcoal). The 
result is a proof tree for node 4, which states that the overall amount of the charcoal is 
positively qualitatively proportional to the amount of phlogiston in the charcoal. 
The question now is whether the amount of phlogiston in the charcoal is decreasing. 
The law of direct influences (GLl) can be used to explain this decrease, assuming that 
an active process can be found to have a negative influence on the amount of phlogiston 
in the charcoal. At this point, the system completes its explanation by recognizing that, 
according to facts of the case and a key statement in the phlogiston theory, combustion is 
an active process that negatively influences the amount of phlogiston· in the charcoal. 
AbE also generates a similar proof, in which the amount of charcoal is seen as propor-
tional to the amount of ash. However, it cannot ground this proof at node 11 via a direct, 
negative influence of combustion on the amount of ash, because this influence is not a fact. 
Consequently, in the course of its heuristic search, AbE's evaluation function ranks this 
13 

Table 5: Ablation of the phlogiston theory. 
The weight of an object is qualitatively proport~pnal to the amount. 
GL4: qprop(weight(P), amount{P), pas). 
Gb§e: iRfl1:1eRee(ealeiRatieR, ame1:1Rt ef iR(131'tlegisteR, m e), Reg). 
The amount of a complex substance equals the sum of the amounts of the components. 
GL6: qty-eq(amount(C), qty-sum(Qs)) - complex(C), is-a-set-of-amounts-of-components-of{Qs, C) 
GL7a: is-a-set-of-amounts-of-components-of{[Qi I Qs], C) - is-an-amount-of-a-component-of{Qi, C), 
is-a-set-of-amounts-of-components-of{ Qs, C). 
GL7b: is-a-set-of-amounts-of-components-of{[], C). 
GL8: is-an-amount-of-a-component-of(Qi, C) - complex(C), 
component{Ci, C), Qi = amount-of-in(Ci, C). 
Anomaly: The weight of red calx of mercury increases as it calcinates. 
Observations: 
01: deriv-sign(weight(m-c), pas). 
Case facts: 
CFl: process( calcination ). 
CF2: active( calcination). 
AbE is asked to explain, in terms of the given laws of qualitative physics and the ablated 
phlogiston theory, the observation that the weight of mercurius calcinatus increases (01) 
during calcination (CFl and CF2). The system does this by attempting to reduce the 
observation to the given facts, but if this is not possible it will propose some hypotheses in 
an effort to explain the observation. Figure 3 shows one explanation that AbE generates. 
This explanation is obviously very similar to the explanation of the decrease in the weight 
of charcoal according to the .phlogiston theory discussed earlier. Let us examine how this 
explanation was constructed. 
The initial query is why is the weight of the mercurius calcinatus increasing? The 
system answers this question in terms of an increase in the amount of the substance. 
This leads to the question why is the amount of mercurius calcinatus increasing? To 
explain this, AbE tries to find a positive proportionality between the amount of mercurius 
calcinatus and some other increasing quantity. The system finds an appropriate propor-
15 

given a case fact stating that mercurius calcinatus is complex. Instead, in using the law of 
sums, AbE hypothesizes that mercurius calcinatus is a complex substance.9 
The question now is whether the amount of the unknown component of mercurius cal-
cinatus is increasing. The law of direct influences (GLl) can be used to explain this 
increase, if one assumes an active process that has a positive influence on the amount of 
the component of the mercurius calcinatus. At this point, since calcination is known to be 
an active process, AbE completes its explanation by hypothesizing that calcination has a 
direct positive influence on the amount of the unknown component. 
The construction of the above explanation used only general rules and facts such as 
the rule that a quantity may have changed as a result of an active process and the fact 
that the weight of a substance is qualitatively proportional to its "amount". There was 
no use of knowledge encoding the chemical content of specific qualitative chemical theo-
ries, such as the phlogiston or oxygen theory. Instead, AbE employed the basic theory to 
generate hypotheses corresponding to parts of the oxygen theory by abductive inference. 
The hypotheses generated in this manner are enclosed in boxes in Figure 3. These abduc-
tive inferences correspond to Lavoisier's insight that something was being added during 
calcination. 
Explaining new, surprising observations is a key step in theory revision. In the case of 
the chemical revolution, Lavoisier's hypothesis that something was added by calcination 
to the calx of mercury, in conjunction with experimental results of Priestley and oth-
ers, eventually led him to posit the existence of a hitherto unknow~ component of air. 
Lavoisier called this new theoretical entity "oxygen." During the next decade, he and 
his colleagues worked out a new theory of combustion, calcination, and respiration that 
eventually displaced the phlogiston theory. This occurred because most chemists of the 
time were persuaded that the new theory explained the new observations (and re-explained 
old observations) in a more coherent manner than did modified versions of the phlogiston 
theory. 
7 Relation to Other Work 
Our work is related to, and builds on, work on common-sense reasoning about the physical 
world, qualitative physics, and scientific discovery. The approach fits into the four-stage 
theoretical framework for learning in physical domains sketched by Forbus and Gentner 
(1986). The learning taking place in our chemical revolution appears to fit in the third 
stage ("learning naive physics"). Here we briefly consider its relation to other work in 
machine discovery. 
9The apparently tautological node labeled "8:" in Figure 9 reflects the unification of Qi to amount-of-
in(_649,m-c) in law GL8. 
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This allows the introduction of new substances, but only by way of renaming substances 
already mentioned in reactions. 
In STAHLp, beliefs are revised when the system infers an inconsistent reaction in 
which either the input or output side has no substances while the other side has one or 
more substances. The program corrects this situation by revising its input reactions. Each 
revision involves deleting or adding a substance from one side of a reaction, and an input 
reaction can have more than one such revision made to it. Belief revision is effected by 
identifying a set of revisions of the input reactions that satisfies two conditions: (1) a 
balanced reaction will be inferred from the revised input reactions, and (2) the number of 
component models that will be changed by the revision is minimal. Once this revision is 
identified, all beliefs (inferred reactions and component models) that depend on the revised 
input reactions are deleted; then the revisions to the input reactions are made; and then 
STAHLp generates the new reactions and component models that follow from the revised 
theory. The result of the theory revision can be the elimination or modification of previously 
held component models and inferred reactions, and the addition of new component models 
and inferred reactions. 
Although such revision in STAHLp amounts to hypothesizing the existence of unob-
served substances in the input reactions (adding substances), and retracting previously 
believed observations of substances in the input reactions (deleting substances), all such 
substances must have been named in previous input reactions. The system is not capable 
of hypothesizing the existence of a new substance that has not previously appeared in an 
input. This is in contrast to AbE, which can hypothesize a new component substance on 
the basis of general laws concerning qualitative physics, sums of quantities, and complex 
substances. 
7.2 COAST and PHINEAS 
Falkenhainer and Rajamoney (1988) describe a closely related approach to theory revision. 
The PHINEAS system (Falkenhainer, 1988) extends abductive hypothesis formation to 
include qualitative physical analogies, and the COAST system (Rajamoney, 1988) revises 
qualitative physical theories involving processes such as evaporation and osmosis, using 
"explanation-based theory revision" to propose changes in an initial theory in response 
to an anomaly. The theory revision process takes an "editing" approach, in the sense 
that it focuses on both the prediction of the initial theory and the surprising observation 
that contradicts the prediction. Revision rules are used to generate ways of changing the 
initial theory so that the prediction is no longer made but the unexpected observation is 
predicted instead. An advantage of this "theory debugging" strategy is that the errors in 
the initial theory and their corrections are identified together. In related work, Rajamoney 
(1989) describes a method for using "exemplars" to guide theory revision, in which he 
uses qualitative process schemata for a phlogiston theory in an example. However, the 
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